Suntune tach wiring diagram

Tachometers are a great tool for your vehicle if you enjoy monitoring your engine speed or idle.
In fact, they are nearly a necessity for a vehicle with a manual transmission. The following are
the wires going into the tachometer. Red- ignition power Black- ground White- illumination
power Green- tach wire. First I found the output from the distributor cap. My distributor is hard
to get to, so I had to remove a couple wire braces to reach it. Other than being almost out of
reach, finding the correct wire was fairly easy. To be sure I had found the right wire, I used this
diagnostic tool. Next I clipped the meter wire onto the white wire from the distributor. To be sure
it was the right one, I had someone watch the meter as I revved the engine. Be sure to mark or
remember the wire for when you come back later. Next, I found where I wanted to mount the
tach, and removed a dash panel to access the wiring behind it. I chose to place the tachometer
behind and below the ignition, where it would be out of the way yet I could easily see it. Note;
When I was working on this project, I also installed a new stereo and rewired my instrument
panel lights that had not been working. Next I ran the wire through the hole to the distributor
wire. Luckily the wire was the perfect length. I used a crimp on connector to make the
connection easily. The only thing you need to remember is that the wires you tap and their
fuses need to be able to support the extra power draw from the tachometer. Once those
connections are made, fire up the engine and make sure it works-mine did. Wrap up all the
excess wire and hide it in the dash. Above is a picture of my finished tach. It looks and works
great. Thanks for reading and please feel free to comment. You need to install a rubber grommet
where the wire goes through the firewall so it doesn't cause a short. The way you are running it
is dangerous it could start a fire if the wire were to short out. Reply 2 months ago. Sorry but
there is no way that wire going through the fire wall could cause a fire. It would only short out
and blow a fuse. Question 1 year ago on Introduction. All we really want to know is where the
wires go and it 'd be nice to have that clear up front before looking through all the lovely pics. In
fact it is never clearly stated. I don't think so anyway. Is it? Main thing is the tacho is connected
to the wire from the coil to the distributor. That's it. Then it is powered as usual by 12v and an
earth. And then it has more power being 12 for the light. Reply 5 years ago. I discuss that in
steps Black, Red and White go straight to the fuse box for ground, ignition power, and light
power connected with the dash lights. The green wire gets crimped to the output from the
distributor cap. Hai i brought a speedometer from kinetic gf bike, i want to install it to my bajaj
bike it has 4 wires orange, black, white and yellow plz any body tell me how to connect the
wires. You really should add a grommet between the wire and the firewall or else vibrations will
cause the firewall to cut the sheathing and make issues later. Introduction: How to Install a
Tachometer. More by the author:. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil
Embossed Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. Reply Upvote. Answer Upvote. ZedG2 4 years
ago. DIY Dave abrogard Reply 5 years ago. Uday nani 5 years ago. Harvard82 7 years ago on
Step 6. Sunpro is a maker of gauges and tachometers, and has been producing these devices
since The tachometer grew in popularity in the s and s with the rise of sport and muscle cars.
Tachometers are devices that measure the revolutions per minute rpm of the engine. This helps
the driver monitor the vehicle and shift gears at the optimum times. Sunpro tachometers are
simple to install and should take about an hour to complete. Connect the black wire to a clean
unpainted ground using a ring terminal or other safe grounding means. Connect the red wire to
any battery harness that provides power when the power is in the "On" position. The red wire
will provide the power to the tachometer. Do not connect the red wire harnesses that provide
power in the "Not Off" or "Accessories" such as radios and lights. Connect the white wire to the
instrument panel lighting circuit connected to the dimmer control switch. Connect the white
wire to the dimmer switch control wire by using a wire splice. Insert the dimmer switch wire into
one side of the splice and the white wire coming from the tachometer into the other side.
Connect the green wire to the negative side of the ignition coil. Use this connection on vehicles
with a distributor. Connect the green wire to the tachometer output lead on vehicles that have
distributor-less ignition systems. Consult your owner's manual to find the position of the
tachometer lead on your vehicle. Michael Carpenter has been writing blogs since He is a
mortgage specialist with over 12 years of experience as well as an expert in financing, credit,
budgeting and real estate. Michael holds licenses in both real estate and life and health
insurance. Step 1 Connect the black wire to a clean unpainted ground using a ring terminal or
other safe grounding means. Step 2 Connect the red wire to any battery harness that provides
power when the power is in the "On" position. Step 3 Connect the white wire to the instrument
panel lighting circuit connected to the dimmer control switch. Step 4 Connect the green wire to
the negative side of the ignition coil. To complete installation of the tachometer, feed the green
and red wires through the firewall for connection to the battery and ignition coil. You should be
able to do this by accessing the holes for existing wiring harnesses. Every engine spins within
the limits of its design. The pistons inside the engine pump the crankshaft to spin. This

spinning crankshaft sends horsepower to the street. A tachometer counts the number of
rotations the crankshaft is making a minute RPM. It can also be used to shift gears at the right
time during acceleration and braking. If the RPM of an engine is allowed to go outside of
specific limitations, moving parts begin to generate enough heat and friction to become
damaged. Use a tachometer to know when to shift and when to stop pushing a motor for more.
Find an open, level surface to park the vehicle where there is plenty of light. Keep your tools
and safety gear close at hand during the installation of an electronic tachometer. A work light is
recommended when working in dark areas under the dashboard and in the engine
compartment. Locate all wiring junctions and prepare the tachometer for installation by
arranging the wiring to make it easier to run the wires to their connecting junctions inside the
passenger compartment and in the engine bay. Run the tachometer wiring around or through
the dash board down to the firewall behind the gas pedal. Use tie wraps to secure the
tachometer wires to the body of the car. Separate the wires that will be connected inside the
passenger cabin and those that will run into the engine compartment through the firewall. Install
the tachometer into its mounting bracket in the place it will be secured to on the dashboard.
With the tachometer and wiring in place, finishing the job is easy. Use an existing hole in the
firewall to pass the black and green wires through to the engine bay. Existing holes will have a
rubber grommet to protect the wiring. Cut out a notch in this grommet to pass the wires through
or drill a new hole for the wires to be sent. Once finished, this hole can be made weather proof
with a silicon gasket gel that has dried around the hole and wires. Connect the tachometer's
black wire to the battery ground of the vehicle. Continue to use tie wraps to secure the
tachometer's wires to the outside of the engine compartment and up to the battery junction box.
A secure ground connection will help the tachometer to run correctly. Connect the green wire to
the negative post of an existing electronic coil or Electronic ignition system using a tachometer
adapter as a connector. Connect the white wire to the inside lighting switch, which will
illuminate the tachometer when the headlights are on. The red wire is for the ignition switch.
Connect this red wire so that when the car is started the tachometer will begin operating.
T-splice wire adapters allow for new wires to be spliced together with existing ones using
pressure connectors that you squeeze around the existing wire to make the connection. Francis
Walsh has been working as a freelance writer since Walsh has worked as a performance
part-packer and classic car show promoter, now serving as crew chief for Nitrousfitz Racing.
How to Wire a Tachometer by Francis Walsh. Step 1 Find an open, level surface to park the
vehicle where there is plenty of light. Step 2 Run the tachometer wiring around or through the
dash board down to the firewall behind the gas pedal. Step 3 Use an existing hole in the firewall
to pass the black and green wires through to the engine bay. Step 4 Connect the tachometer's
black wire to the battery ground of the vehicle. Tips Protect the wires going through the firewall
from damage done by the sharp metal edge of the firewall hole. Wrap the contact point with
extra electrical tape and use the silicon gel to support the wires in the center of the access hole.
Splice each new wire into the existing ones so that a permanent connection has been made.
Avoid short circuits and poor tachometer performance by making the right connection the first
time. Last Updated: September 10, References. To create this article, volunteer authors worked
to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed , times. Learn more A tachometer
is used to indicate the revolutions per minute RPM being performed by a car engine. Most cars
with automatic transmissions are not equipped with a tachometer, since a tachometer is mostly
used to indicate visually when it's time to shift gears. See Step 1 for more information. To set up
a tachometer for your car, first purchase either a new or used tachometer and a package of
quick-splice connectors. Then find a spot on the steering column to place the tachometer and
drill the mounting bracket on. Install the tachometer by attaching the power input wire to the
dashboard lighting supply and give power to the tachometer backlighting. For more tips on
installing a tachometer in your car, like how to add a rubber grommet into the firewall during
installation, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people
around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar
contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please
consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work
in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By
using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related
Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Get a tachometer and splicing connectors. The only other
specialty item you'll need to complete the job is a package of quick-splice connectors, which
are usually only a few dollars at the auto part store. The wires are about gauge usually, so get
connectors of the appropriate size. Adjust the tachometer for the number of cylinders in your

engine. New tachometers may be set to work on 4-, 6- or 8- cylinder engines by removing the
back cap of the tachometer to reveal the cylinder setting switches inside. Replace the end cap
of the tachometer carefully to avoid pinching any of the internal tachometer wires. Use a
screwdriver to refasten the end cap if necessary. Generally, there will be two switches--a 1 and a
2. Most of the time, both switches should be down for a 4 cylinder engine, while both should be
up for an 8 cylinder. In a 6 cylinder engine, most of the time the 2 switch should be up and the 1
should be down. If you get a new tachometer, read the instructions to be sure. Locate the output
wire from your distributor. Depending on your engine, there may be a constant-flow wire and a
pulse wire to the tach, as well as the additional wires for the ignition, lights, and other
components. It's important to make sure you've got the correct wire for the tachometer, which
means you might need to use a multimeter with a tach setting to test the wires correctly, and
consult the shop manual for your engine. Test the connection. Before you mount it in the
steering column, it's a good idea to hook up the wiring and and test it out while you rev the
engine, to make sure it works. You don't want to go drilling holes in your steering column
before you're sure you've got the wiring figured out. After you hook it up to the proper wires
from the distributor and ground it correctly, it should give you an accurate reading of your
RPMs as you rev the engine. Ground the tachometer. Attach the tachometer ground wire to an
engine ground of the car. This need not be directly on the battery. Much of the car frame is
grounded to the battery by sturdy wires. Trace those wires to find a suitable attachment point.
The tachometer wire must be fed through a grommet in the passenger compartment to reach
the engine compartment. This attachment point will vary from engine to engine. Part 2 of
Choose a mounting location for the tachometer. Most cars won't have an in-dash mounting
location available, so it's usually best to mount your tach on the steering column. Directions for
mounting typically are provided with new tachometers, as well as any necessary pieces. Install
the tachometer. Apply power to the tachometer by attaching the power input wire of the
tachometer to the volt dashboard lighting supply of the car. Provide power to the tachometer
backlighting. Locate the volt switched dash lighting supply for the dashboard on the car fuse
box. Install a grommet in the firewall. It's a good idea to install a rubber grommet where the wire
s pass through the firewall as part of your installation. If the wires rub up against the bare metal,
it can cause a fire hazard or at least a short. It's best to be on the safe side and work a grommet
in, which will only cost a few dollars and take a few minutes at the most. Set the shift light on
the tachometer if applicable. This light will remind you that it is recommended to change gears
at the current RPM. Not all tachometers have the shift light feature. If your chosen tachometer
does, follow the installation instructions to properly set the shift light. The shift light cannot be
set if the engine is running. Where do the three wires, red, green and black, connect for my
electronic tachometer? Green is tach signal wire, red is power typically ignition-related , black is
ground. Not Helpful 1 Helpful My needle has gone all the way round to the stopper, how do I get
it back to 0? It should go back automatically to a low RPM if idle, and zero if off. If these do not
occur, you may have a faulty tachometer. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 5. I have a '99 Saturn motor, fuel
injected, no coil. Where do I hook up the green wire? You can hook it to the ignition module on
most any fuel injected vehicle. Not Helpful 5 Helpful There are 3 wires on my meter -- red, black,
and green. Where does each wire go? Red- 12 volt power -- usually switched power from the
ignition circuit. Black -- ground. Green -- signal wire, usually the - side of the coil or the "tach"
lead on the distributer or ignition box. Not Helpful 3 Helpful 5. All tachs come with manuals, or
you can search on their home websites for information on your specific model car. It's a fairly
basic project relative to engine tuning or suspension work. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 7. A 16 gauge
is a good idea. These are more robust than the minimum gauge needed, but actually not much
current is used by a tachometer. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0. Unanswered Questions. If my
tachometer has two signal wires, red and black, which wire do I need to attach to the ignition
coil? How do I set the number of cylinders in the tachometer? If there are three wires for my coil
pack, two signal wires and a power wire, which one should I connect to? Include your email
address to get a message when this question is answered. By using this service, some
information may be shared with YouTube. If you choose to mount the tachometer directly to the
steering column, plan the drill hole mounting points carefully. Avoid drilling in a way that will
damage the interior steering column wiring or supports. Helpful 24 Not Helpful Related
wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: 6. Updated: September 10, Categories: Car Electronics.
Article Summary X To set up a tachometer for your car, first purchase either a new or used
tachometer and a package of quick-splice connectors. Italiano: Installare un Tachimetro. Thanks
to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Did this article help you? Cookies
make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This
Article. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to
our privacy policy. Follow Us. Get all the best how-tos! X Help us do more We've been helping

billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Let's do this! Sun Super Tach Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified customary
pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as
simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal contacts amid the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives suggestion practically the relative turn and union of devices and terminals on the
devices, to help in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would affect more detail
of the brute appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to
emphasize interconnections more than instinctive appearance. A wiring diagram is often used
to troubleshoot problems and to create definite that all the friends have been made and that
everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams action the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use normal symbols for wiring devices,
usually alternative from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
lonesome decree where something is to be installed, but plus what type of device is being
installed. For example, a surface ceiling roomy is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling
blithe has a stand-in symbol, and a surface fluorescent well-ventilated has choice symbol. Each
type of switch has a alternative symbol and correspondingly reach the various outlets. There
are symbols that discharge duty the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
implement link of the residence to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will next
affix panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services
such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary special services. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Gl Wiring Diagram
Wiring Diagram 66 views. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser
as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use
third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The Jalopy Journal. Terms of
Service. Privacy Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of these
ads! The H. He had it in his truck for a while, but took it out a few months ago. He doesn't
remember where the wires are suppose to go. I presume the black wire connects to the neg side
of the coil and the white wire is a ground wire. I figured the green and red wires were probably
for the light? Thought I should check before I hooked it up wrong and smoked the thing, I've
done things like that before Good luck. Barn-core , Jul 27, Good thing I checked, would of been
smoke for sure. Thanks, Gene. Nitro Pontiac likes this. Toner , May 4, The Sun Super Tach that I
have had??? Sorry for the hijack! I have an older tach. Found it in a old box.
honda hopkins
94 ford truck
2017 ford f 150 manual
No instructions. I want to install it but my colors are black, red , blue and green. Do we think the
blue the same as the white? James Kilby , Jun 9, Got my super tach II sitting here and my wires
are red black green and blue. No white. I thought that the blue was for the light. Mr T body , Jun
9, All these wiring questions can usually be solved by pulling the can, a diagragm is usually
pasted on the innards. SAM , Jun 9, This is very interesting to me as I have a sun super tach II,
however mine has five wires. Anyone have any idea what's going on there? Posted using the
Full Custom H. Found this on another forum. It was for model and mine is a Logic says it is the
same. I hope so. Goin' to try it next nice day. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Atomic
Industry Our Affiliate Link Policy. Twitter Instagram.

